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 The synthesis of peptone is effected- by

 the condensation of phenol with glycocoll

 with the help of phosphoroxychlorid. A

 hydrochlorate of peptone results, which

 gives all the characteristic reactions of pro-

 tein. By conversion into sulfate and the

 decomposition of the latter the free pep-

 tone is obtained, which it is claimed by

 Lilienfeld is similar both in chemical and

 physiological properties to the natural prod-

 uct.

 It is evident from the method of prepara-

 tion that the product contains no sulfur,

 since the only sulfur-containing ingredient

 used was sulfuric acid, and this could not

 possibly enter into the organic preparation.

 Granting that a peptonoid body was pro-

 duced, the synthesis of a true proteid,

 which must contain sulfur, is still undem-

 onstrated.

 The color reactions which are. supposed
 to be characteristic of protein must not be
 relied on too surely. They are probably

 due to decomposition, and not to the action

 of the molecule as a whole. It is stated by

 Pickering that a mixture of tyrosin, indol

 and biuret will give all the reactions char-
 acteristic of a proteid. If the prospects of

 artificial food depended on these so-called
 synthetic products the vocation of the

 geoponist would be assured for many mil-

 lions of years to come.

 The interesting fact, however, in papers

 of this kind is found in the accomplishment

 of steps which a few years ago were con-

 sidered improbable or impossible. It is

 certain that the chemist is now able to pro-

 duce organic compounds, or bodies which

 closely resemble them, in great numbers, if
 not in considerable quantities. Practically,

 such investigations will lead to further

 studies in the domain of synthetic chemistry

 and doubtless to the discovery of many ad-
 ditional synthetic products of great utility.

 In so far as the production of artificial food
 is concerned, however, there seems to be

 absolutely no possibility of Nature's meth-

 ods ever being supplanted or even greatly

 supplemented by the synthetical products

 of the laboratory.
 H. W. WILEY.

 DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY,

 DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

 THE 'FEELING OF BEING STARED AT.'

 EVERY year I find a certain proportion of

 students, in my junior classes, who are
 firmly persuaded that they can ' feel ' that

 they are being stared at from behind, and a

 smaller proportion who believe that, by

 persistent gazing at the back of i the neck,

 they have the power of making a person

 seated in front of them turn round and

 look them in the face. The phenomena are

 said to occur in any sort of assembly-at
 church, in the class room, in a public hall.

 The 'feeling,' when it is not merely de-

 scribed as ' uncanny,'' a feeling of Must,'
 etc., is referred to as a state of un-

 pleasant tension or stiffness at the nape of

 the neck, sometimes accompanied by ting-
 ling, which gathers in volume and intensity

 until a movement which shall relieve it be-

 comes inevitable. It is believed that this

 stiffness is, in some way or other, the direct
 effect of the focussing of vision upon the
 back of the head and neck.

 The belief rests upon a foundation of

 fact, but (like most popular beliefs) implies
 a misinterpretation of fact. The psychology
 of the matter is as follows: (1) We are all
 of us more or less ' nervous' about our

 backs. If you observe a seated audience,
 before it has become absorbed in the music

 or lecture for which it came together, you
 will notice that a great many women are
 continually placing their hands to their
 heads, smoothing and patting their hair,
 and every now and again glancing at their
 shoulders or over their shoulders to their

 backs; while many of the men will fre-

 quently glance at or over their shoulders,
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 and make patting and brushing movements

 with their hand upon lapel and coat-collar.

 This sort of anxiety about the back varies

 considerably from individual to individual,
 but most of us are probably aware that we

 share it to some extent. A friend of mine,

 who learned to dance after he had arrived

 at man's estate, told me that it was posi-

 tively painful to him to turn his back upon

 the instructor (even during a private les-

 son), and that it was as positive a relief

 when he was allowed to face the instructor's

 back, and posture unseen. Some lecturers

 are very averse, again, to turning their

 backs upon an audience, even for the few

 moments that are required for blackboard

 writing. It is not difficult to imagine a
 phylogenetic reason for this shyness, and

 for the exploring movements of eyes and

 hands, when we remember that the organs

 of sight are placed for forward vision, and
 think of the constant care that must have

 been devoted to the defenseless back when

 our ancestors first assumed the upright

 position. But, however that may be, there
 can be no doubt of the facts at the present

 day.

 (2) Since it is the presence of, an audi-

 ence, of people seated behind one, that
 touches off the movements described above,
 -it is natural that these movements should
 in many cases be extended so as to involve
 an actual turning of the head and sweeping

 of the eyes over the back of the room or
 hall. Not only is one nervous about one's

 appearance as viewed from behind; one is
 also anxious that this nervousness shall not

 be apparent. It is not good breeding to
 be concerned about one's looks in a public
 place. Hence there is often a voluntary
 continuation of the original ideomotor
 movements; one looks round enquiringly,
 as if one were seeking for a special person
 or event-taking one's direction from some
 chance noise of falling seats or rustle of
 dresses, letting one's eyes come to rest

 upon some patch of intense color, etc., etc.
 The details differ in different cases; the

 general mechanism is the same. Observe

 that all this is entirely independent of any

 gaze or stare coming from behind.

 (3) Now, movement in an unmoved field

 -whether the field be that of sight, or hear-

 ing, or touch, or any other-is one of the

 strongest known stimuli to the passive at-

 tention. We cannot help but attend to

 movement; and phylogenetic reasons are

 again not far to seek. Hence if I, A, am

 seated in the back part of a room, and B

 moves head or hand within my field of

 regard, my eyes are fatally and irresistibly

 attracted to B. Let B continue the move-

 ment by looking round, and, of course, I
 am staring at him. There are, in all proba-

 bility, several people staring at him, in the

 same way and for the same reason, at vari-

 ous parts of the room; and it is an acci-

 dent whether he catch my eye or another's.

 Someone's eye he almost certainly will catch.

 Moreover, as there are many others, be-

 sides B, who are afflicted with B's restless-
 ness, it is an accident, again, whether my

 neighbors, to right and left, are also look-

 ing at B, or are looking at some part of the
 room quite remote from B. Both of these

 accidents, until they are recognized as

 accidents, evidently play into the hands of
 a theory of personal attraction and tele-

 pathic influence.

 (4) Everything is now explained, except

 the feeling that B experiences at the back
 of his neck. This feeling is made up, upon

 its sensation side, simply of strain and pres-
 sure sensations which, in part, are normally
 present in the region (sensations from skin,

 muscle, tendon and joint), but are now
 brought into unusual prominence by the
 direction of attention upon them, and, in

 part, are aroused by the attitude of attention
 itself. 'Nervousness I about one's back

 means, psychologically, constant attention

 to the sensations coming from, and the
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 mental images of, that portion of the body;

 and attention, in its turn, means in most

 cases movement of the part of the body at-

 tended to. If one thinks hard of one's

 knee, or foot, e. g., one will obtain a sure

 prisingly intensive and insistent mass of

 cutaneous and organic sensations of which

 one was previously unconscious, or at best
 but very dimly conscious; while, at the

 same time, there is an actual twitching or

 bracing of the knee or foot, which sets up

 new sensations. Any part of the body will

 thus yield up its quantum of unpleasant

 sensation, if only for some reason the at-

 tention can be continuously held upon it,

 to the exclusion of other topics. The ' feel-

 ing of Must ' in the present case is no more

 mysterious than is the 'feeling of Must'.

 that prompts us to shift our position in a

 chair, when the distribution of pressures
 has become uncomfortable, or to turn our

 better ear to the sound that we wish par-

 ticularly to observe.

 (5) In conclusion, I may state that I

 have tested this interpretation of the ' feel-

 ing of being stared at,' at various times, in

 series of laboratory experiments conducted

 with persons who declared themselves either

 peculiarly susceptible to the stare or pecu-

 liarly capable of ' making people turn

 round. ' As regards such capacity and sus-

 ceptibility, the experiments have invariably
 given a negative result; in other words, the

 interpretation offered has been confirmed.

 If the scientific reader object that this result

 might have been foreseen, and that the ex-

 periments were, therefore, a waste of time,
 I can only reply that they seem to me to

 have their justification in the breaking-

 down of a superstition which has deep and

 widespread roots in the popular conscious-

 ness. No scientifically-minded psychologist

 believes in telepathy. At the same time,
 the disproof of it in a given case may start

 a student upon the straight scientific path,
 and the time spent may thus be repaid to

 science a hundredfold. The brilliant work

 of Lehmann and Hansen upon the tele-

 pathic ' problem' (Philos. Studies, 1895,
 XI., 471) has probably done more for

 scientific psychology than could have been

 accomplished by any aloofness, however

 authoritative.
 E. B TITCIIE.NERP

 CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

 WHAT IS SCIUR US VARIEGATUS ERXLEBEN?

 WHILE working out the synonomy of the

 Mexican squirrels I have had occasion to

 consult the much quoted Historike Ani-

 malium Nova,, Hispanike of Fernandez,

 edition of 1651. The descriptions of birds

 and mammals in this work have served as

 the basis for many species named by suc-

 ceeding authors whose vagueness of de.

 scription and lack of definite information

 concerning the geography and animal life

 of Mexico have resulted in great confusion.

 At the time when Fernandez made his ob-

 servations the main area of Spanish oc-

 cupation in Mexico was the southern end

 of the Mexican tableland, about the valley

 of Mexico, and thence eastward across the

 plains of Puebla, through the Cordillera

 (crowned by the peaks of Orizaba and Cofre

 of Perote) to the hot lowlands of Vera Cruz.
 For several seasons zoological explorations

 have been conducted in this area by the

 writer, who, as a result, has become fa-
 miliar with the topography and resident

 species of birds and mammals. In the light
 of this knowledge it is possible to identify,

 with certainty, many of Fernandez's species,
 for example his Quauhtecallotlquapachtli or

 Coztiocotequallin.*
 In 1777 Erxleben, in his Systema Regni

 Animalis, Mammalia, p. 421, named this
 animal Sciuru3 variegatus. Since Erxleben
 derived his information from Fernandez it

 becomes necessary to learn what the latter

 says. Following is the translation of Fer-

 * Hist. Animalium, p. 8.
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